This webinar will summarize key points from the Collections Toolkit by the CULC
Think Tank on the recovery and reimagined public library services post COVID-19.
The collections toolkit can be found on the CULC website.
This webinar is being recorded and will be made available on the CULC think tank
webpage. The chat room will be open for the full duration of the webinar and a
transcript of the chat will also be available as part of the archived version.
As part of this presentation, we will have approximately 30 minutes to present
information from the toolkit and 30 minutes to respond to chat questions.
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I’d like to take a moment to provide some context to the collections toolkit.
This toolkit is not a document where you will find all the answers, as we know, the
science and practice of COVID-19 response is changing, and the “right
answer” to our questions may look different from one jurisdiction to another, and
from
one library space to another.
So with this context in mind, the purpose of the toolkit has been to:
- provide practical, timely and accessible information
- for the information to be relevant to the widest possible audience of Canadian
public libraries
- the purpose of the toolkit has been to help us ask the right questions and to help us
consider as many issues as possible in our planning; and to also
- share innovative responses, and common solutions used by libraries and related
sectors
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First and foremost, health and safety is a number one priority in all measures we take
in providing access to collections.
We will need to be mindful of barriers in accessing our collections and that their will
be more vulnerable people due to health and economic reasons. And for this reason,
inclusion and accessibility will be key factors in our service planning.
We also need to recognize that there is an accelerated use of digital collections and
the role of technology, and with this means considerations for those who do not have
access to technology.
Providing access to information and knowledge in multiple formats will be key to
supporting community connection, engagement, social and economic growth.
As public institutions, we will be committed to working in diverse remote, rural,
and urban communities across the country and committed to Reconciliation,
environmental sustainability, innovation, partnership, and responsible financial
stewardship.
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As we plan to re-open libraries and provide access to physical collections, a key
consideration is how to safely handle library materials during the COVID-19 pandemic
for users and staff.
The challenge is that research is emerging on how long the COVID-19 virus remains
on various types of surfaces.
There is some emerging research (in the New England Journal of Medicine, and the
Journal of Hospital Infection) into the survival of the virus, both in the air and on
different types of surface. It appears that it survives for longer on plastics and steel,
and for less long on cardboard or copper.
Research began in May to provide more information on how long the virus lasts on
library materials specifically. The Institute of Museum and Library Services in the
United States has set up REALM (Re-opening Archives, Libraries and Museums), a
partnership with OCLC and the Battelle Institute that is exploring further how to
ensure safe handling of library materials.
As research emerges, guidelines for the handling of materials may change.
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The image shows the hierarchy of controls and the framework for reducing the
transmission of hazards.
Example – and the same principles will apply in a library setting, and when dealing
with library collections
A hazard is a situation, condition, or thing that may be dangerous to the health or
safety of workers. Under this definition, COVID-19 is a hazard. Provincial OHS Codes
will typically state that
• employers must eliminate hazards, or if that is not reasonably practicable, control
hazards.
In the image on this slide, the most effective controls are a the top of the pyramid.
1. Physical distancing
- The most effective protective measure we can put in place and consider
when dealing with any service
- All library collections should be handled by using physical distancing
measures:
- Ensuring library staff have the space to keep their distance. This will
need to be assessed at each site. Some locations may not have the
option to open during earlier phases, if they are very small, for
example
- Having some staff work remotely, so that those staff who need to
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be onsite to deal with materials are able to adequately space out
would be an option.
- using hand hygiene measures between tasks,
2. Engineering Controls (control the hazard at the source)
- Regular cleaning and disinfecting of surface using an approved disinfectant
for the COVID-19 virus.
1. Administrative Controls (control the hazard between the hazard and the worker)
- regularly cleaning and disinfecting surfaces that are used for handling
collections
- Good hygiene: not touching your eyes, nose and mouth.
2. PPE is the least effective control, and is best to consider for use only when
physical distancing is not possible:
• Wearing non-medical masks and face coverings can be an additional
measure taken to protect others when handling collections when physical
distancing may not be possible.
• Gloves can pose a higher risk if they are not used properly – and for this
reason need to be used very cautiously.
• The safest method when handling library materials is to use hand washing
between tasks.
• When materials handling is happening between staff and customers,
physical barriers, such as glass or plastic windows at service counters are an
option to help reduce exposure to the COVID-19 virus when physical
distancing is not possible.
Again and always
• Wash your hands (frequently and between tasks)
• Do not touch your face
• Regular cleaning and disinfecting of surfaces
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When dealing with library collections of any kind. Time in quarantine is the best
method for disinfecting
The most commonly used quarantine period for library materials (books, DVDs, etc.)
to reduce the risk of COVID-19 virus spread is 72 hours.
For this period, the materials should be placed in boxes, containers or set aside on
designated tables, date marked and where possible, stored in a separate area.
Collections shipped between libraries or from vendors should be quarantined if it
cannot be confirmed how long they have been in transit.
A significant concern from libraries is about how to deal with the volume of returned
materials when libraries reopen.
This is going to be a challenge, there is not doubt. Look to ways to control the
volume
- Making room on your shelves for the material for re-shelving after quarantine
period
- Could be weeding now. Most libraries have 20-30% of their material out on
loan at any given time
- Attempt to prevent a massive return of materials by encouraging the public to use
staggered returns approaches.
- Automate: Libraries should consult their integrated library system vendor (and user
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groups) to learn about automated options to manage the volume of materials, as well
as the quarantine period you need to build in after check in. Examples: rolling
returns/checkout dates, delay of hold popping, etc.
Prioritize: Review the types of materials that can be browsed or borrowed by users
and consider prioritizing items that are available to the public based on balancing
community needs and the library’s space to quarantine. Think about how you will
manage items that a customer has touched in branch if you are allowing browsing, as
that material should also be quarantined.
For example, newspapers and magazines are used a lot in house and shared
frequently. Should this be discouraged or disallowed? Toys, games, tools, wi-fi
hotspots, instruments may not be possible to share, or if used, will need quarantine
time. Consider if they are a priority service.
This will also help to minimize handling.
Minimize Handling:
Seek solutions that see staff and customers touching items are infrequently as
possible.
• Closed stacks could be considered, especially in earlier days
• Consider floating collections to reduce material handling.
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Time is the best disinfectant for all types of materials.
This is particularly important with books, where the virus could live not only on the
exterior but also on interior pages. The other concern is potential damage to library
material
Question re: UV light.
• Not considered a best practise. Ultraviolet (UV) light also poses a potential risk to
collection materials because of its high intensity.
• For exposure to be effective, it must be complete exposure, [which is] something
that is almost impossible to achieve with bound books. Impossible to confirm that
every page has been exposed to the light
• Certainly not as effective as a quarantine
(There are some library practices of disinfecting materials that are made of plastic or
metal.This would depend on your library’s resources. Options include using an alcoholbased cleaner).
Hard surfaces used to handle collections should be regularly cleaned using an
approved disinfectant for the COVID-19 virus.
Libraries should inform the public of their safe handling protocols to deter users from
using at-home solutions that could damage collections.
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When planning to re-opening, consider a phased approach: offer a holds pickup
service and/or limited browsing of the shelves (with physical distancing in place).
Budget permiting, explore contactless options such as self-checkout kiosks/apps,
book vending machines, hold lockers.
To support vulunerable sectors: consider offering designated visiting hours for at risk
populations, expanded outreach services to reach people who are not comfortable
with visiting the library or unable to visit due to other barriers. Expanded outreach
services could inlcude: collection deposits and books-by-mail.
Provide options for users to request materials: online, telephone, email.
Consider additional supports for people with disabilities. Examples can include
reaching out to your users to inform them of their options to access collections.
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Many libraries are adapting curbside service models as a way to provide access to
collections during library closures. Curbside service is also being used as an
additional model when libraries are open to help serve more users.
As library practices are just emerging, we’ve focused on key questions for planning a
curbside service recognizing that each library’s service model will be different based
on resources, facilities and location:
Health and safety
What are the health and safety protocols that need to be followed in your community
to mitigate the spread of COVID-19? How will the library put in place physical
distancing, physical barriers, cleaning and disinfecting protocols of frequently touched
surfaces, hand hygiene measures, protective personal equipment requirements, etc.
Does the library have adequate space to separately quarantine materials and to
separately assemble materials for pickup?
Resourcing
Does the library have the staff available to manage curbside pickup services, along
with other services that may be in operation? Will the service be offered on a shortterm basis (e.g. during the pandemic period, when libraries are required to close), or
long-term basis (e.g. an extension of library outreach services to vulnerable sectors)?
Collections
What collections will be included in the scope of the service? Will it include only
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books, CDs, and DVDs?
Will different circulation procedures be required (e.g. number of checkouts, holds,
loan periods, fee forgiveness)?
Will return of items be accepted?
Requests
What options will users have to make requests: Online catalogue? Online form?
Telephone? Email?
What solutions will be needed to track and manage requests (e.g. phone and email
logs)?
Assembling items
What supplies are needed to assemble items for pickup?
What measures will be put in place to organize and store assembled items for pickup?
What measures will be put in place to ensure patron privacy?
Pickups
Where can the pickup occur that can be done safely, while respecting physical
distancing? At the library door, lobby, sidewalk, in a parking lot? Can parking be
reserved for the service? What signage is needed?
How will the library manage and schedule pickup times?
Will users be required to show IDs, or give their name or will they be allowed to pick
up items on their own for contactless delivery?
Will users pickup materials for others who may not have transportation or are
housebound?
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- Consider free library memberships or extending the term of library memberships.
- Consider a fines embargo.
- Review the acceptable collection loss rate and the threshold for making collection
agency referrals for accumulated overdue fines.
- Expand membership profile options. For example, offer limited circulation cards to
permit people without a proof of address to borrow materials; offer educator
profiles with extended loan periods and checkout limits to support
homeschooling; extend memberships to those who work within the library’s
service area but live in surrounding municipalities.
- Consider ways of verifying online requests for a library membership without the
user having to visit the library. Examples: using OverDrive’s instant digital card that
is verified by postal code or using a contracted service provider to validate proof of
ID and address.
- Review lending terms such as due dates, hold limits, checkout limits, renewal limits
to balance community needs with library resources.
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Review the acquisitions budget, making adjustments to reflect changing demands for
formats, genres and subject areas (e.g. newspapers, magazines, travel guides).
Review automatic release plans (ARP), standing orders and budget allocations with
vendor representatives.
Take advantage of free vendor trials as a way to scope community interest in new
content before making a purchasing commitment.
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- Resume operations as soon as possible to prevent collection backlogs and a stable
flow of new materials for circulation.
- Review staff workflows to help reduce the handling of collections, where feasible.
- Create clearly identified spaces for incoming and outgoing materials.
- Quarantine incoming deliveries if transit time has been less than 72 hours
- Consult vendors to consider staggered delivery schedules to help manage limited
storage space.
- Consider suspending book donations if there is a shortage of storage space for
quarantine.
Key message: physical distancing of staff, frequent handwashing between tasks and
cleaning and disinfecting of high-touch services. Staff do not need to quarantine
materials handled internally amongst staff.
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Coquitlam Public Library in BC was kind enough to share some information and
photos from their curbside service. What I gleaned from reading about their service,
that the approach that most libraries are adopting has been put in practice by
Coquitlam and has proven effective.
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Grab Bags: We have 60+ grab bag titles for customers to put on hold in the PAC. e.g.
Adult cozy mystery, teen graphic novels, food lovers, kids’ funny books
Started May 4, as of May 28, 252 holds for the grab bags. They are also creating bags
on request.
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We’ve provided a highlight of some of the key resources that we think would be
useful to refer to keep up to date on the best/leading practices in libraries relating to
collections, and other service areas.
The Association and council websites we’ve listed here include links to various library
guidelines and protocols.
Social media is a great resource to get practical tips and answers to your specific
planning questions.
Librarianship.ca provides a great archive of libraries in the news, providing pathways
for more information.
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